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Perhaps this thought brought us closer together. Catastrophe might
be lurking just ahead, should the frail man-made contrivance o$
metal and wood, lying inert and lifeless beside our little tent, grow
weary of its mission and set us adrift there where hundreds of
miles separated us from our destination. True, the coast was but
450 miles to the north, but even so, there might be a hundred miles
of pack-ice between it and open water. There would be seals, of
course, and perhaps penguins, but after that, what? While one
learns to accept disappointment and even defeat in those regions,
the thought of a month's haul on foot was anything but inviting.
But the snow held off that last night. In the morning—December
4—though the sky was lowering and full of menace, we prepared
to get away as quickly as we could. By eleven o'clock, local time,
we had the fire-pot under the engine and nearly everything loaded
aboard. At 11.30 Hollick-Kenyon started the engine. I climbed In,
put on my flying helmet, and took a last look at our late camp.
Then I wrote in my diary: "I suppose our snow wall will stand for
a long time. I thought it would be our mausoleum."
The Polar Star lifted from the new snow better than we ex-
pected. At 11.38 a.m. (19.15 Greenwich time) we Were in the air.
The weather was anything but promising, with thick horizons all
around and a sullen sky overhead. Yet one hour later the whole
universe became filled with a golden light, and within a few minutes
we were flying under a blue sky with a clean horizon all around.
The surface of the ice-cap had dropped to an elevation of 4,500 feet
above sea-level and was steadily falling away in great undulations.
Evidently the storm area had been hanging stationary near the
western edge of the Hollick-Kenyon Plateau.
We crossed into Marie Byrd Land about 1945, G.C.T. After two
hours and fifteen minutes of flight the ground surface was much
lower, the ice indicating its drop by many great crevasses. This
would have been a bad place for a forced landing. We flew over
crevasses for about an hour, at the end of which time the surface
elevation was about one thousand feet There the plain smoothed
out again, and in about half an hour we decided to land. We came
down at 23.10, G.C.T., after three hours and fifty-five minutes of
flying.
We had two reasons for landing-H:o check our exact position,

